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Background

Death of colorectal cancer (CRC) is primarily associated to
distant metastases, present at the time of diagnosis or
appearing later following a cancer-free period. At time of
diagnosis, 75% of patients present with non-metastatic dis-
ease, for which standard of care is curative surgery [1].
Following curative surgery 15–20% of patients experience
recurrence of which 70–90% are detected within 3 years
of surgery [2–9]. Due to the high recurrence risk,
adjuvant chemotherapy is standard of care for high risk UICC
stage II and UICC stage III patients [10], but still �33%
experience recurrence [4,6,11]. Extending duration of adju-
vant chemotherapy offers no further reduction in recurrence
rates [12–15]. Consequently, the only alternative option
after adjuvant chemotherapy is surveillance aimed at detect-
ing recurrence sufficiently early to allow efficient treat-
ment [16–18].

Current surveillance strategy in Denmark consists of
computed tomography (CT) scans of thorax and abdomen
at postoperative months 12 and 36, and colonoscopy
every fifth year until age 75 years. Increasing intensity of
CT based surveillance for stage II-III has not been found to
improve survival [5,19,20]. However, more patients receive
curative intended surgery for recurrence with intense sur-
veillance [5].

Methods to identify patients with microscopic residual dis-
ease after adjuvant chemotherapy are highly needed [21].
Minimally-invasive blood-based analysis of circulating tumor
DNA (ctDNA) has this potential, since patients with positive
ctDNA following adjuvant chemotherapy possess a risk of
recurrence of close to 100%, and ctDNA negative patients a
risk as low as 10% [22–24]. Also, longitudinal ctDNA analysis
detect relapse with an average lead time of �9months com-
pared to standard-of-care CT imaging [22,23].

Rationale

The hypothesis of this study is that ctDNA guided post-
operative surveillance combining ctDNA analysis and radio-
logical assessments will result in a higher fraction of patients
with recurrent disease receiving intended curative or local
metastasis-directed treatment as compared to current Danish
surveillance strategy.

Aim and objectives

The aim of this study is to conduct a randomized controlled
trial investigating the benefit of ctDNA guided postoperative
surveillance for UICC stage II high-risk and UICC stage III CRC
patients compared to the current standard-of-care CT scan sur-
veillance. The main objective is to investigate if ctDNA guided
surveillance increases the proportion of patients receiving cura-
tive intended resection or local metastasis directed treatment
(Fraction receiving Curative Intervention, FCI). Secondary objec-
tives include investigation of quality of life (QoL), overall sur-
vival, cost-effectiveness and time to recurrence detection.

Material and methods

Study design

IMPROVE-IT2 is a randomized multicenter trial comparing the
outcomes of ctDNA guided post-operative surveillance and
standard-of-care CT scan surveillance. The trial design is a
parallel group study with 1:1 allocation. The trial profile is
illustrated as a flow chart in Figure 1. The full protocol (see
Supplementary file) is consistent with current Standard
Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials
(SPIRIT) guidelines [25,26].
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Figure 1. Trial profile. ctDNA: circulating tumor DNA; PET/CT: Flour-Deoxy-Glucose Positron Emissions Tomografi scan; FCRI: fear of cancer recurrence inventory;
IES-C: Impact of Event Scale - Cancer; Mos: months; N.a.: nothing abnormal; QNR: questionnaires. aA colonoscopy is performed in case of ctDNAþ blood sample
and a PET-CT scan with no evidence or suspicion of residual disease or recurrence. bBlood samples from the control group are not analyzed until end of study, but
serve to enable post-trial comparison of oncological outcomes for the two groups stratified for ctDNA-status. c4 month blood sample is taken in case of 3 months
adjuvant chemotherapy regime. In case of 6 months adjuvant chemotherapy the 8 month blood sample will serve as the first blood sample. QNR: At baseline and
months 12, 18, 24 and 36 months patients complete the QoL questionnaires including EORTC QLQ-C30, EQ-5D-5L, FCRI, and IES-C. Further, ctDNA positive patients
will complete the QNR questionnaires before each PET-CT scan.
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Study population and eligibility criteria

Currently, 11 of 17 surgical centers in Denmark are partici-
pating. In total, the trial will include 250 patients resected for
CRC and treated with adjuvant chemotherapy. The following
eligibility criteria will be applied:

Inclusion criteria:

� Colon or rectal cancer, tumor stage III (pT1-4N1-2,cM0) or
stage II high risk (pT4N0,cM0 and pT3N0, cM0 with either
of the risk factors (<12 lymph nodes, anastomotic leak-
age, emergency surgery, signet ring adenocarcinoma)
described in the national guideline for adjuvant therapy
to stage II cancer)

� Received intended curative resection and found eligible
for adjuvant chemotherapy

Exclusion criteria:

� Not treated with adjuvant chemotherapy
� Synchronous colorectal and non-colorectal cancer diag-

nosed perioperatively (except skin cancer other
than melanoma)

� Other cancers (excluding CRC or skin cancer other than
melanoma) within 3 years from screening

Recruitment

Patients who meet the eligibility criteria are approached at
the treating surgical department. The patients are given writ-
ten project information and oral information by a trained
health care professional. As the project involves genomic
sequencing, the participants are offered genetic counseling
before obtaining written informed consent. Informed consent
is given on a voluntary basis and has to be obtained prior to
commence of any study-related procedure. The consent may
be withdrawn at any time without having any impact on cur-
rent or future treatment.

Randomization

Randomization is performed using a predefined randomiza-
tion module in the Research Electronic Data Capture
(REDCap) database [27,28]. A block randomization is set up
to stratify by tumor location, pN-stage and standard-of-care
surveillance program intensity, as these factors are associated
with risk, location and prognosis of recurrence.

Interventions

The experimental group:
ctDNA analysis will be performed every 4months postop-

eratively (4, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24). At time of first positive
ctDNA, patients undergo a whole-body FDG-PET/CT scan for
radiological assessment. If the initial assessment is without
evidence of recurrence or another cancer, patients will be
offered a colonoscopy once and high-intensive radiological

surveillance with FDG-PET/CT scans every 3months, until
recurrence detection or 21months have passed.

The control group:
Patients will undergo surveillance according to current

Danish Guidelines with CT scans at months 12 and 36 post-
operatively. Longitudinal blood samples will be collected at
same time-points as in the experimental group but not ana-
lyzed until end of trial.

Both groups complete QoL questionnaires at baseline
(prior to randomization and start of surveillance), and at 12,
18, 24 and 36months. The questionnaire includes European
Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality
of Life questionnaire, Core 30 (EORTC QLQ-C30 ver. 3.0) [29],
European Quality of Life – 5 Dimensions (EQ-5D-5L) [30,31],
Fear of Cancer Recurrence Inventory (FCRI) [32], and Impact
of Events Scale for Cancer (IES-C) [33]. Before every FDG-PET/
CT scan in ctDNA positive patients, the patients also com-
plete the questionnaires.

Trial status

Inclusion of patients is set to begin January 2020 and
expected to end in December 2020. The primary endpoint
will be reached and ready for publication in December 2023.
The planned 5 years of follow-up will be complete and avail-
able for all patients by December 2025. The trial has been
registered in the Clinical Trials database: NCT04084249.

ctDNA analysis

Circulating free DNA will be isolated from the longitudinally
collected plasma samples using standard methods. DNA
from the patients’ tumor will be whole exome sequenced to
identify somatic mutations suitable for monitoring in blood
plasma using droplet digital PCR (ddPCR). In cases where
ddPCR is not possible, detection and quantification of ctDNA
will be done using an optimized version of our recently
developed ultra-sensitive targeted sequencing approach [34].
The targets include the regions of the genome that are most
frequently mutated in CRC (Table 1).

Table 1. Colorectal cancer (CRC) driver genes targeted by the CRC cfDNA
sequencing panel.

Gene Regions sequenced

TP53 exons 5-8 (1792 bases)
KRAS codons 12, 13, 61, 117, 146 (738 bases)
SMAD2 Selected frequently mutated regions (463 bases)
SMAD4 Selected frequently mutated regions (513 bases)
FAM123B Selected frequently mutated regions (669 bases)
SOX9 Selected frequently mutated regions (693 bases)
APC Selected frequently mutated regions (5477 bases)
TCF7L2 Selected frequently mutated regions (920 bases)
NRAS codons 12, 13, 61 (405 bases)
BRAF codon 600 and others nearby (200 bases)
FBXW7 Selected frequently mutated regions (868 bases)
PIK3CA 8 hotspot mutations (905 bases)
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Biobank

Residual blood and tissue biopsies as well as clinical and
sequencing data will be transferred to the Colorectal Cancer
Research Biobank at Aarhus University Hospital for future
research. The research biobank is approved by the Danish
Data Protection Agency (j. no. 1-16-02-27-10).

Ethical considerations

The risks and ethical concerns related to the project are lim-
ited. We will perform ultra-deep targeted sequencing of
plasma DNA and leukocyte DNA to identify tumor specific
alterations in the plasma DNA. The risk of accidentally find-
ing a potential clinically relevant genomic variant related to
inherited diseases is extremely low, and practically
hypothetical.

Ionizing radiation is a known carcinogenic and increases
the risk of cancer. ctDNA-positive patients in the experimen-
tal group receive intensified follow-up with 18FDG-PET com-
bined with a diagnostic contrast-enhanced CT scan, 18FDG-
PET/CT, resulting in a total radiation dose of app. 23.6 mSv
pr. scan. We state that the potential benefit from identifying
recurrence at an early stage with possible curative treatment,
clearly outweighs the hypothetical risk (<3%) of a radiation-
induced secondary cancer from participating in this study.

Definition of endpoint

The primary endpoint of this study is the fraction of patients
with recurrence receiving intended curative or local metasta-
sis-directed treatment (FCI) as defined and prospectively
evaluated by a trial office appointed endpoint committee to
ensure uniformity across study sites.

Secondary endpoints include:

� Overall survival at 3 and 5 years (3-yr OS and 5-yr OS)
� Time to clinical recurrence (TTCR)
� Time to molecular recurrence (TTMR)
� Quality of Life (QoL) by use of EORTC QLQ-C30, ver-

sion 3.0
� Fear of Cancer Recurrence Inventory (FCRI)
� Impact of Events Scale Cancer (IES-C)
� Cost-effectiveness (CE)

Data management

This study complies with the Data Protection Act and the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The project has
been reported to the Central Denmark Region.

Data will be entered into electronic case report forms
(eCRF) established using the Research Electronic Data
Capture (REDCap) framework [27,28] at Aarhus University. A
quality control of data will be performed to ensure that data
entry and verification have been performed correctly in
accordance to pre-defined instructions.

Monitoring

The trial sites will be visited by the Clinical Trial Manager
(Monitor) periodically at times agreed with the investigator.
The monitor has to ascertain protocol compliance and that
the trial conduction conforms to applicable regulatory
requirements and established rules for Good Clinical Practice.

The monitor will review and verify the data collected in
the eCRFs against the source documents and address any
discrepancies found in the data. All corrections will be docu-
mented in an audit trail.

Statistical analysis and sample size

All data will be presented using descriptive statistics and
analyzed as intention-to-treat.

Kaplan-Meier estimates will be used to estimate median
times to recurrence, disease or death, stratified according fol-
low-up intensity. Endpoints will be assessed using the log-
rank test or a Cox regression model, with time to event as
response variable and intensity of follow-up as a factor.

QoL and fear of recurrence analysis will be done using
the validated Danish versions of the EORTC QLQ-C30 health-
related QoL questionnaire[29], the EQ-5D-5L [30,31], the FCRI
[32], and the IES-C [33].

For cost-effectiveness analysis, QoL/Utility weights for the
quality-adjusted life years parameter will be QLU-C10D based
on EORTC QLQ-C30.

Sample size calculations are based on our experience and
preliminary data from the IMPROVE trial (ClinicalTrials.gov
Identifier: NCT03637686). In total, 250 patients will be
included in IMPROVE-IT2 (125 in each group). The expected
recurrence rate is �33% (n¼ 84), hence, with a 1:1 random-
ization, we expect 42 recurrences in each group. With stand-
ard-of-care surveillance, approximately 15% of recurrences
are eligible for curative treatment. Assuming this fraction can
be tripled, we will reach a power of 80% to detect a differ-
ence at a 5% significance level with 35 recurrence patients in
each arm.

Dissemination

The results from IMPROVE-IT2 are planned for publication in
peer-reviewed scientific journals.

Discussion

Metachronous metastases most frequently affect the liver
and the lungs. If it is detected too late for curative resection,
less than 10% of patients are alive after 5 years [35–40]. The
ability to resect and the survival after resection are nega-
tively affected by increasing numbers of metastatic sites and
the size of the metastases [35,36,41]. With current surveil-
lance, only �15% of recurrences are eligible for curative
resection or local treatment [42,43]. Thus, early detection of
recurrences when tumor burden is low is paramount, not
only to increase the rate of curative resections, but also to
improve survival following resection.
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The minimal-invasive blood-based analysis of ctDNA is
based on the principle that tumors shed DNA fragments
with a half-life of less than two hours [44] into the blood
[45]. Consequently, patients with residual disease are likely
to be ctDNA positive during follow-up. The plasma level of
ctDNA may initially be below the lower detection level of
the analysis, but we have shown that ctDNA undergoes a 5-
fold increase from first ctDNA detection to radiological
relapse detection with standard surveillance [46]. This under-
lines the importance of collecting blood samples longitudin-
ally as the residual disease grows, resulting in ctDNA levels
reaching a detectable level during the course of follow-up.

Longitudinal blood samples will be collected at the same
time points in the control group as in the experimental
group but not analyzed until end of trial. They serve to
enable post-trial comparison of oncological outcomes for the
two groups stratified for ctDNA-status. Besides the additional
blood sampling, the control group undergo surveillance in
complete accordance to national guidelines and, thus, repre-
sents current surveillance practice.

A potential negative effect of recurrence surveillance is
increased fear of recurrence and reduced QoL. To enable
comparison of the impact on QoL and fear of recurrence of
the two surveillance programs, we will collect QoL and fear
of recurrence information longitudinally during surveillance.

IMPROVE-IT2 is the first randomized controlled trial of its
kind and has the potential to provide a tool for earlier detec-
tion of recurrent disease and to identify more patients eli-
gible for curative treatment. IMPROVE-IT2 is a national study.
Consequently, if the trial confirms that ctDNA-guided surveil-
lance is superior to standard-of-care surveillance, and if the
national health authorities decide to implement it, this can
be done at a national level immediately.
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